Laverne Commons
$ 725

1248 E street, Laverne, CA 91750

WEB: misslaverne.com
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Deposit: 500
Beds: 20 | Baths: 5 Full
MLS #: CV17197811
Single Family | 5,480 ft² | Lot: 6,472 ft²
CALL MISS LAVERNE FOR DETAILS (909) 921-6569
DOWNTOWN/ COLLEGE ATMOSPHERE
WOMENS RESTROOM UP STAIRS/ MENS DOWNSTAIRS
LAUNDRY MAT UPSTAIRS - ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED

QR Code

Grynchal &
Associates
(909) 731-5374 (Anthony)
(909) 921-6640 (Jim)
anthony.grynchal@gmail.com
http://www.mrclaremont.com

(CALL MISS LAVERNE FOR DETAILS! (909) 921-6569
Since 1921 The Laverne commons has been a vital part of the city of Laverne’s Herritage & miss laverne will carry on the legacy!
The Laverne Commons used to be a sorority house for the the University of La Verne, which was founded in 1891. The Laverne
commons is directly across the street from the university and encompasses a rich atmosphere of downtown/ college living! The
university atmosphere is dedicated to the belief that a quality, values-based education enriches the human condition by engendering
service, scholarly accomplishment, and professionalism. Miss laverne is the property manager of the laverne commons which is
located on E street amongst the university and encompass’s a multi cultural atmosphere with people living here from all over the
world! This unique building (Laverne Commons) was purchased by miss Laverne who passionately believed in the Universities
vision through decades of growth who have changed its appearance and reach. The University atmosphere has retained its sense
of purpose, seeking to provide students with individual attention to spark personal growth through intellectual challenge and
development. The University takes pride in knowing its nearly 50,000 alumni worldwide have made a difference in their professions
and communities. miss laverne wishes to provide an atmosphere in which people living in the building can be apart of this
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